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The pseudoscalar tensor states, pi2, η2, and K2, are systematically studied through the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka-
allowed two-body strong decays, including both the observed states reported by the Particle Data Group and
the predicted states. Phenomenological analysis combined with the experimental data not only can test the
assignments to these discussed states, but it can also predict more abundant information on their partial decay
widths, which is helpful in the experimental study of these observed and predicted pseudotensor states.
PACS numbers: 14.40.Be, 12.38.Lg, 13.25.Jx
I. INTRODUCTION
Checking the observed states collected by the Particle Data
Group (PDG) [1], we find that there is abundant experimental
information about pseudotensor states with spin parity JP =
2−, which include five pi2, four η2, and three K2 states. The
resonance parameters of these states are listed in Table I.
TABLE I: The resonance parameters of the observed pi2, η2 and K2
states. Here, the masses and widths are average values taken from
PDG [1] and the states listed as ”further states” in PDG are marked
by a superscript ].
Isospin State Mass (MeV) Width (MeV)
1
pi2(1670) 1672.2 ± 3.0 260 ± 9
pi2(1880) 1895 ± 16 235 ± 34
pi2(2100) 2090 ± 29 625 ± 50
pi2(2005)] [2] 2005 ± 15 200 ± 40
pi2(2285)] [3] 2285 ± 20 ± 25 250 ± 20 ± 25
0
η2(1645) 1617 ± 5 181 ± 11
η2(1870) 1842 ± 8 225 ± 14
η2(2030)] [4] 2030 ± 5 ± 15 205 ± 10 ± 15
η2(2250)] [5] 2248 ± 20 280 ± 20
1
2
K2(1770) 1773 ± 8 186 ± 14
K2(1820) 1816 ± 13 276 ± 35
K2(2250) 2247 ± 17 180 ± 30
Although so many pseudotensor states were observed, their
underlying properties are still unknown, which is due to the
absence of a systematical study of these pseudotensors. Con-
sidering the present research status of the pseudotensor states,
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in this work we systematically investigate the observed pseu-
dotensor states. First, we discuss the possible radial assign-
ments of these pseudotensor states. Next, we mainly focus
on their Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI)-allowed two-body strong
decays, which can also provide the information on total decay
widths, because the behaviors of the OZI-allowed decays are
relevant to their underlying structures. Comparing our numer-
ical results with the experimental data, we can further test the
corresponding radial assignments. What is more important
is that the information on the obtained partial and total de-
cay widths is valuable for further experimental study on these
states. Our results will certainly be helpful in establishing the
pseudotensor meson family.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss
how to categorize the observed states into pseudotensor meson
families with the help of the analysis of the Regge trajectories.
In Sec. III, we perform the study of the OZI-allowed two-body
strong decay of the discussed states, where the quark pair cre-
ation (QPC) model adopted in this work is briefly introduced.
Using the phenomenological investigation by combining our
results with the experimental data, we test former assignments
of pseudoscalar states in Sec. IV. Section V is devoted to the
conclusions and discussion.
II. ANALYSIS OF REGGE TRAJECTORIES
The analysis of the Regge trajectories is an effective ap-
proach to categorize the light mesons [6, 7]. In general, there
is a simple relation
M2 = M20 + (n − 1)µ2, (1)
where M0 is the mass of a ground state, M is the mass of a
radial excitation with a radial quantum number n, and µ2 is
the slope parameter of a trajectory.
Equation (1) holds for the pseudotensor states discussed in
this paper except for pi2(1880) and η2(1870). In Fig. 1, we
present the analysis of their Regge trajectories. In addition,
the plots in (J,M2) for the pi/pi2/pi4 and η/η2/η4 mesons are
also shown in Fig. 2, which provides an extra support to the
assignment listed in Fig. 1. We conclude the following:
(1) pi2(1670), η2(1645), and K2(1770)/K2(1820) are the
ground states in the pseudotensor family. Here, K2(1770) and
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FIG. 1: (color online). The analysis of the Regge trajectories for the pi2, η2, and K2 states. Slopes of the trajectories are 1.22, 1.18 and 1.71/1.75
GeV2 for the pi2, η2, and K2 states, respectively. Here, © and • denote the theoretical and experimental values, respectively. In addition, the
meson names written in red are the states still absent in experiment, where we predict their masses via the analysis of the Regge trajectories. In
Ref. [8], Bugg also presented Regge trajectories with the average slope (see Fig. 1(c) in Ref. [8] for more details), which is slightly different
from our present analysis.
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FIG. 2: (color online). The plots in (J,M2) for the pi/pi2/pi4 and η/η2/η4 mesons. Here, © and • are the theoretical and experimental values,
respectively.
K2(1820) are the mixture of the 11D2 and 13D2 states, which
satisfies |K2(1770)〉|K2(1820)〉
 =  cos θK(1) sin θK(1)− sin θK(1) cos θK(1)
  |11D2〉|13D2〉
 , (2)
where θK(1) is the corresponding mixing angle.
(2) pi2(2005) [or pi2(2100)] and pi2(2285) are the first and
second radial excited states of the pi2 meson family, respec-
tively. η2(2030) and η2(2250) can be the first and sec-
ond radial excitations of the η2 meson family. Additionally,
K2(2200)/K2(2250), and K2(2560)/K2(2610), regarded as the
first and second radial excitations of the K2 meson family,
have relations similar to Eq. (2), i.e., |K2(2200)〉|K2(2250)〉
 =  cos θK(2) sin θK(2)− sin θK(2) cos θK(2)
  |21D2〉|23D2〉
 , (3)
 |K2(2560)〉|K2(2610)〉
 =  cos θK(3) sin θK(3)− sin θK(3) cos θK(3)
  |31D2〉|33D2〉
 , (4)
where the mixing angles θK(2) and θK(3) are introduced. We
need to emphasize that K2(2200), K2(2560) and K2(2610) are
predicted states (see Fig. 1 for more details).
(3) The analysis of the Regge trajectories also indicates that
it is hard to group pi2(1880) into pseudotensor families which
3we discuss in the next section. We notice lattice calculations
of the mass spectra of qq¯ states and hybrids, where all ob-
tained masses come out high because they use a value of 391
MeV for mpi. Among these predictions, the mass of a 2−+ hy-
brid is estimated as ∼ 1880 MeV [9]. Thus, pi2(1880) can be a
good candidate for the 2−+ hybrid.
(4) The masses of pi2 and η2 with n = 4 states are predicted,
and are named pi2(2540) and η2(2480). Both of the states are
still missing in experiment.
(5) The plots in (J,M2) for the η/η2/η4 mesons (see Fig.
2) show that η2(1870) can be the partner of η2(1645), which
is similar to the relation between η(547) and η′(958). Later,
we will discuss this possibility of η2(1870) as the partner of
η2(1645).
The analysis presented in Figs. 1-2 is only a rough estimate
of the mass spectrum of the states studied in this paper. Such
categorization should be tested by further dynamical study. In
Sec. III, we calculate their two-body OZI-allowed decays.
III. A BRIEF INTRODUCTION OF THE QPC MODEL
There are several quark models [10–14] to deal with the
strong decay of hadrons, and among these the QPC model is
one of the most popular. In 1968, Micu proposed the QPC
model in Ref. [15], and then it was further developed by the
Orsay Group. Later, the QPC model was widely applied to
calculate the OZI-allowed two-body strong decays of hadrons
[16–36]. In this model, to depict the quark-antiquark pair cre-
ated from the QCD vacuum with vacuum a quantum number
JPC = 0++, the transition operator is introduced, i.e.,
T = −3γ
∑
m
〈1m; 1 − m|00〉
∫
d3p3d3p4δ3(p3 + p4)
×Y1m
(p3 − p4
2
)
χ341,−mφ
34
0 ω
34
0 b
†
3i(p3)d
†
4i(p4). (5)
In the above expression, γ is a dimensionless parameter to
describe the strength of the qq¯ pair creation, which can be
obtained by fitting the experimental data systematically. In
numerical calculations we set γ = 8.7 for the uu¯ (or dd¯) pair
creation (see Table II in Ref. [35] for more details about ex-
tracting the γ value), while for the strength of the ss¯, we take
γ = 8.7/
√
3 [37]. Here, p3(p4) denotes the three-momentum
of a quark (an antiquark) created from the vacuum. Then, the
transition matrix element for the process of A→ B+C can be
expressed as
〈BC|T |A〉 = δ3(PB + PC)MMJAMJBMJC , (6)
where the magnetic momentum for the decay meson is de-
noted by MJi (i = A, B,C), PB(PC) is the three-momentum of
the final particle B(C) in the rest frame of the initial state A,
andMMJAMJBMJC denotes the calculated amplitude . We mark
the created quark and antiquark with the subscripts 3 and 4,
respectively, in Eq. (5) . χ is the spin wave function and χ341,−m
corresponds to a spin triplet notation, where i is the SU(3)
color indices of the quark-antiquark pair created from the vac-
uum with JPC = 0++. φ and ω denote the flavor and color
wave functions, respectively, i.e., φ340 = (uu¯ + dd¯ + ss¯)/
√
3
and ω340 = δα3α4/
√
3 (αi = 1, 2, 3). Additionally, Y`m(p) ≡
|p|`Y`m(θp, φp) is the `th solid harmonic polynomial.
Finally, the general two-body decay width can be repre-
sented as
ΓA→BC = pi2
|PB|
m2A
∑
J,L
∣∣∣MJL(A→ BC)∣∣∣2 (7)
with
MJL(A→ BC)
=
√
2L + 1
2JA + 1
∑
MJB ,MJC
〈L0; JMJA |JAMJA〉
×〈JBMJB ; JCMJC |JMJA〉MMJAMJBMJC ,
(8)
which is obtained by using the Jacob-Wick formula [38, 39].
For the readers’ convenience, we add a detailed deduction of
Eq. (8) in the Appendix. In the above expressions, mA is
the mass of an initial particle A. For the concrete calculation
by the QPC model, a simple harmonic oscillator (SHO) wave
function is adopted to describe the spacial wave function of a
meson, which has the form 1
Ψn,`,m(R,q) = Rn,`(R,q)Y`m(q)
= Nn,` exp
(
−R
2q2
2
)
|q|`Y`m(θq, φq)P(q2). (9)
Here, Nn,` represents a normalization coefficient and P(q2)
denotes a polynomial in terms of q2. In Ref. [19], the au-
thors once gave a detailed review of the QPC model and the
calculation of the transition amplitude 〈BC|T |A〉. Thus, the
reader can consult Ref. [19] for more details. In addition, we
need to explain how to constrain the R value in the SHO wave
function. Usually, R can be obtained such that it reproduces
the realistic root mean square radius which is determined by
solving the Schro¨dinger equation with the potential given in
Ref. [25].
The allowed two-body strong decay modes of pi2/η2/K2
states are listed in Fig. 3. We obtain their partial and total
decay widths via the QPC model. In the next section, we per-
form a phenomenological analysis by comparing our theoret-
ical results with the experimental information, which will be
helpful and meaningful for future experiments to comprehen-
sively understand the underlying properties of these pi2/η2/K2
states.
1 Here, in the momentum space the SHO wave function is expressed as
Ψn,`,m(R,q) = (−1)n−1(−i)`R3/2
√
2(n − 1)!
Γ(n + ` + 1/2)
(qR)` e
−q2R2
2
×L`+1/2n−1 (q2R2)Y`m(θq, φq),
where L`+1/2n−1 (q
2R2) is an associated Laguerre polynomial, and R is an os-
cillator parameter.
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FIG. 3: (color online). The OZI-allowed two-body decay modes of the pi2, η2, and K2 states. Here, ω, ρ, and η′ denote
ω(782), ρ(770), and η′(958), respectively. The OZI-allowed two-body decays are marked by
√
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pi2(2100)/η2(2250)/K2(2250), pi2(2285)/η2(2480)/K2(2560), and pi2(2540)/K2(2610), respectively. In addition, we mark these predicted states
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IV. PHENOMENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
With the above preparation, in the following we carry out
the analysis by combining our results with the experimental
data, which can be applied to test whether the assignment dis-
cussed in Sec. II is reasonable. Before illustrating the concrete
analysis for each meson family, we briefly review the corre-
sponding experimental and theoretical research status.
A. pi2 meson family
pi2(1670) was first reported in Ref. [40] in the reaction
pi+p → ppi+pi+pi−. In 1968, Baltay et al. observed a nega-
tive G-parity state at 1630 MeV [41], which was confirmed
in Ref. [42] with the mass and width, M = 1660 ± 10 MeV
and Γ = 270 ± 60 MeV, respectively. By the double γ scat-
tering experiments, the CELLO and Crystal Ball Collabora-
tions observed pi2(1670) in the reactions γγ → pi0pi0pi0 and
γγ → pi+pi−pi0 [43, 44]. In 1998, the WA102 Collabora-
tion reported the JPC = 2−+ state interacting with ρ±pi∓ via
a P-wave and f2(1270)pi0 via an S -wave in the reaction of
5pp → p f (pi+pi−pi0)ps [45]. The E852 experiment performed
the partial wave analysis of the reaction pi−p→ pi+pi−pi−p and
confirmed pi2(1670), which strongly decays into ρpi via a P-
wave and f2(1270)pi via an S -wave [46]. In 2005, its main
decay mode ρω was observed by the E852 Collaboration in
the process of pi−p → ωpi−pi0p, where there also exists the
evidence of pi2(1880) and pi2(2005) [47]. Four years ago, the
COMPASS Collaboration also reported the same structure in
the f2(1270)pi channel in the reaction pi−Pb → pi−pi−pi+Pb′
[48]. By the above experimental efforts, pi2(1670) was experi-
mentally established. At present, the average mass and width
of pi2(1670) listed in PDG [1] are 1672.2 ± 3.0 and 260 ± 9
MeV, respectively.
In the double γ scattering reaction, an enhancement near
1.8 GeV was also reported [43, 44], which is referred to as
pi2(1880). A similar structure to JP = 2− was given by the
VES Collaboration subsequently in the a2(1320)η channel in
the collected ηηpi− data [49]. The Crystal Barrel Collaboration
[50] analyzed the data of pp¯ → ηηpi0pi0, which indicates the
existence of a resonance decaying strongly into a2(1320)η but
weakly into f0(1500)piwith the mass and width M = 1880±20
MeV and Γ = 255 ± 45 MeV, respectively [51]. This state
was also confirmed by E852 in the f1(1285)pi [52] and ρω
channels [47]. In 2008, the E852 Collaboration observed a
signal for pi2(1880) in the a2(1320)η channel associated with
pi2(1670) [53]. The decay behaviors of pi2(1880) strongly cou-
pling with the a2(1320)η channel makes pi2(1880) an isotriplet
partner of η2(1870), which dominantly decays into f2(1270)η
and a2(1320)pi [4].
pi2(1880) is the most controversial meson in the observed
pi2 states since the mass is too light to be the first radial ex-
citation of pi2(1670). Thus, the assignment of pi2(1880) to a
hybrid was first proposed by Anisovich et al. [51], which was
discussed by other theoretical groups [8, 47, 52–55], where a
main motivation is that the mass of pi2(1880) just falls into the
prediction of the flux-tube model; i.e., the predicted mass is
1.8−1.9 GeV for a JPC = 2−+ hybrid [56]. Additionally, in
Refs. [57, 58], the decay behaviors of pi2(1880) as the first
radial excitation of pi2(1670) or hybrid were studied, where
pi2(1880) has distinctive features under these two assignments
(see Refs. [57, 58] and two reviews [55, 59] for the detailed
discussions). Considering the above situation of pi2(1880), we
do not include pi2(1880) in our study in this work.
In the following, we introduce pi2(2005). In the partial wave
analysis of pp¯ → 3pi0, pi0η, pi0η′ [54] from the Crystal Bar-
rel experiment, Anisovich et al. found an evidence for the
2−+ state with the mass M = 2005 ± 15 MeV and width
Γ = 200 ± 40 MeV. Subsequently, a 2−+ structure with the
mass M = 2003±88±148 and width Γ = 306±132±121, was
revealed by the E852 Collaboration in the f1(1285)pi channel
of the reaction pi−p → ηpi+pi−pi−p [52]. Similarly, the reac-
tion pi−p → pi+pi−pi−pi0pi0p measured by the E852 Collabora-
tion shows that the pi2(2005) signal appears in the ωρ− decay
channel [47].
In 1980, the ACCMOR Collaboration observed a JP = 2−
resonance with the mass M = 2100 ± 150 and width Γ =
651 ± 50 in the pi−p → pi−pi−pi+p process [60]. Here, we
need to comment on the anomalously large width measured
by ACCMOR [60]. In Ref. [60], they missed pi2(1880), which
results in the large width they found . 2 In Ref. [61], the VES
Collaboration studied the pi−A → pi+pi−pi−A reaction, where
there exists a structure with the mass M = 2090 ± 30, and
width Γ = 520 ± 100, respectively. These observations corre-
spond to the pi2(2100) state listed in PDG.
In addition, the reanalysis of experimental data carried by
the Crystal Barrel Collaboration [50] indicates that a I = 1 and
JPC = 2−+ state may exist with the mass M = 2285 ± 20 ± 25
and width Γ = 250±20±25 [3], which was listed in the further
states of PDG as pi2(2285).
Since the number of observed pi2 states is larger than that
of the allowed pi2 mesons, in this work we study the decays
of pi2(1670), pi2(2005)/pi2(2100), pi2(2285) as the ground, the
first, and the second radial excitations in the pi2 meson family.
According to the analysis of the Regge trajectories, we can
predict that the third radial excitation of the pi2 meson is 2540
MeV, which is named pi2(2540). Its decay behavior is also
predicted in this work.
1. pi2(1670)
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FIG. 4: (color online). The R dependence of the calculated partial
and total decay widths of pi2(1670). Here, the horizontal dot-dashed
line with band is the experimental total width from Ref. [62]. All
results are in units of MeV. The vertical yellow bands denote the
allowed R value range, where the theoretical result overlaps with the
experimental data in Ref. [63].
pi2(1670) is a well-established pi2 meson with 11D2, which
is illustrated by our calculation in Fig. 4, where the ρpi,
f2(1270)pi, and ρω decay channels are dominant, which is
consistent with the experimental data listed in PDG [1]. The
calculated total width is in agreement with the data given in
Ref. [62].
In Table II, we also list the calculated typical branching ra-
tios, which are comparable with those calculated in Ref. [58].
2 We would like to thank David Bugg for the explanation on this point.
6TABLE II: The comparison of the theoretical and experimental val-
ues for pi2(1670). Here, all theoretical values are obtained by taking
the typical value R = 2.6 GeV−1. ΓTotal denotes the total width.
Ratios This work Experimental data [1]
Γ( f2(1270)pi)/Γ(ρpi) 0.5 2.33 ± 0.21 ± 0.31
Γ(K¯∗K + c.c)/Γ( f2(1270)pi) 0.13 0.075 ± 0.025
Γ(ρω)/ΓTotal 0.14 0.027 ± 0.004 ± 0.01
Γ(ρ(1450)pi)/ΓTotal < 0.005 < 0.0036
Γ(b1(1235)pi)/ΓTotal 0 0.0019
We further compare our results with the experimental data,
where the obtained total decay width (265 MeV), the decay
ratios Γ( f2(1270)pi)/Γ(ρpi), Γ(K¯∗K + c.c)/Γ( f2(1270)pi), and
Γ(ρ(1450)pi)/ΓTotal are qualitatively consistent with the ex-
perimental data. For the ratio Γ(b1(1235)pi)/ΓTotal, our cal-
culation indicates that it is zero due to the constraint of the
spin selection rule. We also obtain that the branching ratio of
pi2(1670) → ρω is 0.14, which is far larger than the experi-
mental value given in Ref. [64]. Thus, these differences can
be further clarified by more experimental efforts in the future.
Since pi2(1670) → ρpi can occur via the P-wave and F-
wave, we can separately consider the P-wave and F-wave
contributions to the partial decay width of pi2(1670) →
ρpi, where we obtain Γ(pi2(1670) → ρpi)P/Γ(pi2(1670) →
ρpi)F = 0.89 (we use subscripts P and F to distinguish
two contributions). Similarly, we also obtain Γ(pi2(1670) →
f2(1270)pi)D/Γ(pi2(1670) → f2(1270)pi)S = 0.08, where the
subscripts S and D are adopted to mark the S -wave and D-
wave contributions, respectively. These are consistent with
the corresponding experimental data in Refs. [45, 48] which
show that pi2(1670) strongly couples to f2(1270)pi via an S -
wave. We need to specify that the above ratios are estimated
by taking the typical value R = 2.6 GeV−1 [63].
2. pi2(2005)/pi2(2100)
By the analysis of the Regge trajectories shown in Fig. 1,
pi2(2005) can be the possible candidate of the first radial exci-
tation of pi2(1670) since its mass is in good agreement with the
theoretical prediction with the slope µ2 = 1.22 GeV2. How-
ever, we notice that there is another state pi2(2100) near 2.0
GeV, which is listed in the meson summary table of PDG [1].
Comparing it with pi2(2100), pi2(2005) is treated as a further
state listed in PDG [1]. If only taking into account the anal-
ysis of the Regge trajectories, the mass of pi2(2100) slightly
deviates from the theoretical value of the first radial excitation
of pi2(1670). Due to the above situation, in the following we
study the decay behavior of pi2(2005) and pi2(2100) by com-
bining with the corresponding experimental data, where both
pi2(2005) and pi(2100) are considered as the first radial excita-
tion of pi2(1670).
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FIG. 5: (color online). The R dependence of the calculated partial
and total decay widths of pi2(2005). Here, the dot-dashed line with
the horizontal band is the experimental total width from Ref. [47].
All obtained partial and total decay widths are in units of MeV.
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As shown in Fig. 5, the calculated total decay width of
pi2(2005) overlaps with the experimental data in the broad
R range due to a large error of the experimental width
of pi2(2005). Our results further show that ρ(1450)pi, ρpi,
ρ(1720)pi, ρω, and f2(1270)pi are the main decay modes.
However, it depends on the R value whether ρ3(1690)pi, and
h1(1170)ρ are main decay modes of pi2(2005). At present,
E852 observed the pi2(2005)→ ωρ− decay [47], which can be
explained by our calculation.
Figure 6 gives the information on the partial and total decay
widths of pi2(2100) as the first radial excitation of pi2(1670).
We find that our results can reproduce the experimental data
[61], when taking R = (4.18 − 4.39) GeV−1, especially
the D-wave/S -wave ratio for pi2(2100) → f2(1270)pi. That
is, pi2(2100) → f2(1270)pi can occur via S -wave and D-
wave which leads us to study the D-wave/S -wave ratio for
pi2(2100) → f2(1270)pi, whose experimental value is given as
0.39 ± 0.23 [60]. On the other hand, we obtain this ratio to be
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FIG. 8: (color online). The R dependence of the calculated partial and total decay widths of pi2(2540). Here, the dot-dashed line with the
horizontal band is the predicted total decay width corresponding to the R = 5.06 − 5.2 GeV−1 range. Here, all results are in units of MeV.
0.1 − 0.63 in this work, which covers the above experimental
data [60]. In addition, ρ(1450)pi, ρpi, a1(1260)ρ, h1(1170)ρ,
f2(1270)pi, ρω, ρ3(1690)pi, and b1(1235)ω can be the main de-
cay channels, where ρpi and f2(1270)pi were observed in the
experiment [60].
It is obvious that the present experimental status of
pi2(2005) and pi2(2100) is not enough to draw a definite con-
clusion as to which is more suitable for the best candidate as
the first radial excitation of pi2(1670). More experimental data
of pi2(2005) and pi2(2100) are needed.
3. pi2(2285) and the predicted pi2(2540)
In the following, we present the decay behavior of pi2(2285)
in Fig. 7, where pi2(2285) is the 31D2 state. Since the exper-
8imental information on pi2(2285) is scarce, we only compare
the obtained total width with the experimental data [3]. We
notice that the experimental data can be reproduced when tak-
ing R = (4.3 − 4.67) GeV−1. The corresponding main de-
cay channels include ρ(1450)pi, ρpi, f2(1950)pi, and ρω(1420).
In Table III, we list some typical ratios of partial decay
widths, which can be useful for further experimental study of
pi2(2285)
TABLE III: The typical ratios relevant to the decay behavior of
pi2(2285) as the 31D2 state and the predicated pi2(2540) as the 41D2
state with the R ranges (4.30−4.67) GeV−1 and (5.06−5.20) GeV−1,
respectively. Here, ΓTotal denotes the total decay width.
Ratios pi2(2285) pi2(2540)
ρpi/ρ(1450)pi 1.0 − 1.6 2.3 − 2.5
f2(1270)pi/ρpi 0.14 − 0.25 0.18 − 0.2
f1(1285)pi/ρ(1700)pi 0.46 − 0.53 0.72 − 0.76
[K¯∗K + c.c]/ f2(1270)pi 0.21 − 0.35 0.20 − 0.21
ρω/ΓTotal 0.023 − 0.029 0.04 − 0.07
ρ(1450)pi/ΓTotal 0.10 − 0.15 0.14 − 0.17
b1(1235)pi/ΓTotal 0 0
a2(1320)η/ f1(1285)pi 0.42 − 0.67 0.22 − 0.24
ρω/ρpi 0.09 − 0.27 0.12 − 0.18
ρ(1700)pi/ΓTotal 0.026 − 0.058 ∼ 0.07
b1(1235)ω/ f2(1270)pi 0.21 − 0.58 ∼ 0.2
a2(1320)η/ΓTotal 0.008 − 0.013 ∼ 0.12
In addition, we also study the OZI-allowed two-body de-
cays of the predicted pi2(2540). Since pi2(2540) is the higher
radial excited state, the partial and total decay widths are
strongly dependent on the R value, and hence it is difficult
to conclude whether pi2(2540) is a broad state or not. Usually
the R value becomes larger with increasing the radial quan-
tum number. Thus, if taking a typical R range (see the vertical
band in Fig. 8), we estimate that pi2(2540) is a broad state
with a width around 350 MeV. The corresponding dominant
decay modes are ρpi and ρ(1450)pi, where the detailed decay
information can be found in Fig. 8 and Table III, which will
be helpful to further experimentally search for this predicted
pi2 state.
B. η2 meson family
There are four η2 states listed in PDG [1], which are
isoscalar. In the following, we mainly introduce their experi-
mental status.
The Crystal Barrel Collaboration studied the pp¯ →
ηpi0pi0pi0 reaction [50] and observed two 2−+ states, η2(1645)
and η2(1870), in the ηpipi channel, where η2(1645) as a part-
ner of pi2(1670) has the mass M = 1645 ± 14 ± 15 and
width Γ = 180+40−21 ± 25. pi2(1670) decays dominantly into
a2(1320)pi via S -wave. Later, the WA102 Collaboration con-
firmed η2(1645) in the a2(1320)pi channel [65], i.e., in the re-
action pp¯ → p f (pi+pi−pi+pi−)ps, a JP = 2− signal around 1.6
GeV was observed in the a2(1320)pi channel, which is con-
sistent with the former result given by the Crystal Barrel Col-
laboration [50]. Until now, the observed decay channels of
η2(1645) are a2(1320)pi, KK¯pi, K∗K¯, ηpi+pi−, and a0(980)pi [1].
In the γγ scattering reaction, a JPC = 2−+ state with mass
at 1.9 GeV was announced by the Crystal Barrel Collabora-
tion [66, 67], where this state can be described by resonance
parameters M = 1881 and Γ = 221 MeV. In 1996, the evi-
dence for two isoscalar JPC = 2−+ states at 1645 and 1875
MeV was revealed by the Crystal Barrel Collaboration [50]
mentioned above. As for the second signal, it is just above the
threshold of f2(1270)η, and can be well fitted with the mass
1875 ± 20 ± 35 MeV and width Γ = 250 ± 25 ± 45 MeV [50].
Subsequently, in the decay channels, a0(980)pi, a2(1320)pi and
f2(1270)η, the WA102 Collaboration confirmed the existence
of η2(1870) [68]. In 2011, Anisovich et al. reanalyzed the
experimental data of the reaction pp¯ → η3pi0 collected by
the Crystal Barrel and WA102 Collaborations, where η2(1870)
was reconfirmed [3].
Although η2(1870) was confirmed by different experiments
(see PDG [1] for more detailed experimental information),
there are difference theoretical explanations for this contro-
versial state. As presented in Fig. 1, η2(1870) is too light
to be the first radial excitation of η2(1645). However, the
mass of η2(1870) falls into the predicted mass (around 1.9
GeV) of a 2−+ hybrid [69], which inspired theorists to explain
η2(1870) as the hybrid state [4, 58, 67, 70–73]. Additionally,
no evidence of a decay mode of η2(1870) → K∗K¯ shows that
possibility of η2(1870) being the ss¯ partner of η2(1645) and
pi2(1670) can be excluded [70]. In Ref. [74], η2(1870) as the
21D2 nn¯ state was suggested, however, some important partial
decay width was listed in Table I of Ref. [74]. From this table
we find the theoretical branching ratio of K∗K¯/ f2(1270)η ≈ 1,
which also contradicts with the present experimental fact of
the absence of the K∗K¯ decay mode for η2(1870).
In the pp¯ annihilation, two 2−+ resonances above 2 GeV
were first reported in Ref. [75]. The first one has the mass
M = 2040 ± 40 MeV and width Γ = 190 ± 40 MeV,
which decays strongly into f2(1270)η and weakly couples to
a2(1320)pi. In the pp¯→ η3pi0 reaction, a similar structure was
observed and it decays dominantly into a2(1320)pi via a D-
wave and slightly into a2(1320)pi through an S -wave [4]. This
structure is named η2(2030) in PDG [1].
Besides η2(2030), another structure with the mass M =
2300 ± 40 and width Γ = 270 ± 40 was observed in Ref. [75]
by analyzing the pp¯ → pi0pi0η reaction, which corresponds
to η2(2250), which decays dominantly into a2(1320)pi. More-
over, the data on pp¯ → η′pi0pi0 were studied, which shows
a 2−+ signal existing in the f2(1270)η
′
invariant mass spec-
trum [5], which has the mass M = 2248 ± 20 MeV and width
Γ = 280 ± 20 MeV. The decay modes, f2(1270)η, a2(1320)pi
and a0(980)pi, of η2(2250) were observed when reanalyzing
the data on pp¯→ ηpi0pi0pi0 [76]. At present, η2(2250) is listed
in PDG [1] as the further state.
9In the following subsections, we perform the phenomeno-
logical analysis of η2(1645), η2(2030), η2(2250), and a pre-
dicted η2(2480), where we treat the discussed η2 as pure nn¯
states.
1. η2(1645)
The analysis of the Regge trajectories indicates that
η2(1645) is a ground state in the η2 meson family, which can
be the partner of pi2(1670).
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FIG. 9: (color online). The R dependence of the calculated partial
and total decay widths (in units of MeV) of η2(1645). Here, the
dot-dashed line with the horizontal is the experimental width from
Ref. [65]. The vertical band corresponds to the R range, where the
theoretical total decay width overlaps with the experimental data.
In Fig. 9, the obtained partial and total decay widths of
η2(1645) are given by varying R and are compared with the
experimental widths [65]. When R = (2.36 − 2.55) GeV−1,
the calculated total decay width can overlap with the experi-
mental data. Here, we need to mention that the R range for
η2(1645) is similar to that for pi2(1670). Furthermore, the par-
tial decay information indicates that a2(1320)pi is a dominant
decay channel of η2(1645), which is consistent with the ex-
perimental observation [50].
Another our calculation is the ratio Γ(K∗K¯)/Γ(a2(1320)pi),
which gives this value is 0.038 − 0.043, which is compara-
ble with the experimental result of Γ(KK¯pi)/Γ(a2(1320)pi) =
0.07 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 [77]. This fact shows that the assump-
tion of η2 as pure nn¯ states is reasonable. We also calculate
the D-wave/S -wave ratio for η2(1645) → a2(1320)pi, which
is about 0.016∼0.018 and is consistent with the experimental
results since η2(1645) decays dominantly into a2(1320)pi via
the S -wave [65].
Thus, our study supports η2(1645) as the pure 11D2 nn¯ state.
2. η2(2030)
Assuming η2(2030) is the first radial excitation of η2(1645)
(see the analysis shown in Fig. 1), we study the partial and
total decay widths, which are illustrated in Fig. 10.
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FIG. 10: (color online). The R dependence of the calculated partial
and total decay widths of η2(2030). Here, the dot-dashed line with
the horizontal band denotes the experimental width from Ref. [4].
Our results show that the obtained total decay width of
η2(2030) is far larger than the experimental result given in
Ref. [4]. At present, η2(2030) is as a further state listed in
PDG [1], and the corresponding experimental information is
not enough to clarify this discrepancy. We suggest further ex-
periment to measure the resonance parameters of η2(2030),
which will reveal the underlying properties of η2(2030).
TABLE IV: The obtained typical ratios relevant to the decays of
η2(2030) as the 21D2 state, where we take the typical R = (3.64 −
3.75) GeV−1 range. The experimental data from Ref. [4]. Here,
L = 0 and L = 2 denote that the corresponding decays occur via
S -wave and D-wave, respectively.
Ratios This work Experimental data
Γ(a2(1320)pi)L=0/Γ(a2(1320)pi)L=2 0.57−0.9 0.74±0.17
Γ(a0(980)pi)/Γ(a2(1320)pi)L=2 0.33−0.41 0.37±0.08
Γ( f2(1270)η)/Γ(a2(1320)pi)L=2 0.14−0.17 0.15−0.43
In Table IV, we list three typical ratios and the comparison
with the experimental results in Ref. [4], which shows that the
experimental data can be well reproduced by our calculations.
The results in Fig. 10 provide the information on the main
decay modes of η2(2030). If we take R = (3.64−3.75) GeV−1
as a typical range to discuss this point, we find that b1(1235)ρ,
ρρ, a2(1700)pi, a2(1320)pi, h1(1170)ω, and ωω are its main
decay channels, which are valuable for further experimental
study on η2(2030).
3. η2(2250) and the predicted η2(2480)
Under the assignment of the 31D2 state to η2(2250), we dis-
cuss the decay behavior of η2(2250), which is presented in
Fig. 11. Our theoretical result can well reproduce the experi-
mental width of η2(2250) [76] when taking R = (4.95 ∼ 5.17)
GeV−1, which is comparable with the former obtained R
10
range for pi2(2285). Furthermore, the main decay channels
of η2(2250) were obtained, i.e., a2(1700)pi, a1(1260)pi, ρρ,
a2(1320)pi, ωω and b1(1235)ρ. Comparing with the former
discussed three η2 states, the experimental information is in-
sufficient since experiment measured only the resonance pa-
rameters. More experimental study of η2(2250) is helpful to
establish this η2 state listed as a further state in PDG [1]. In
Table V, we further provide some predicted ratios relevant to
the partial decay widths, which can be tested in future experi-
ment.
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FIG. 11: (color online). The variation of the calculated partial and
total decay widths of η2(2250) in the R value. Here, the dot-dashed
line with the horizontal band is the experimental total width from
Ref. [76]. All decay widths are in units of MeV. The vertical band
means that the range of the theoretical result overlaps with the exper-
imental data.
TABLE V: The typical ratios relevant to the decay behavior of
η2(2250) as the 31D2 state and the predicted η2(2480) as 41D2 state
with the R ranges (4.95−5.17) GeV−1 and (5.36−5.49) GeV−1, re-
spectively. Here, ΓTotal denotes the total decay width.
Ratios η2(2250) η2(2480)
a1(1260)pi/ΓTotal 0.21−0.23 0.23−0.25
a2(1320)pi/ΓTotal 0.14−0.15 0.18−0.19
[K¯∗(892)K + c.c]/ f2(1270)η ≈ 1 1.0−1.1
ρρ/a2(1320)pi 0.52−0.76 0.7−0.9
a0(980)pi/ f2(1270)η 0.33−0.70 0.24−0.33
a2(1320)pi/ f1(1285)η 13.2−13.8 10.3−10.8
ωω/ f2(1270)η 2.2−3.5 2.4−2.9
b1(1235)ρ/ΓTotal 0.044−0.057 ≈ 0.56
a2(1700)pi/ΓTotal 0.24−0.30 0.1−0.12
K1(1270)K/a2(1320)pi 0.018−0.02 ≈ 0.02
ωω/ΓTotal 0.05−0.07 0.04−0.05
In addition, the decay behavior of the predicted η2(2480)
state with a 41D2 quantum number is crucial information for
future experimental searches for this predicted state, which are
listed in Fig. 12 and Table V. The calculated total decay width
of η2(2480) is sensitive to the R value, which is mainly due to
a node effect, where the situation of η2(2480) is similar to that
of pi2(2540). To quantitatively discuss the decay behavior of
the predicted η2(2480), we take R = (5.36 − 5.49) GeV−1 as
the typical range since the R value becomes larger when the
radial quantum number is increased. Under this situation, we
predict that η2(2480) is a broad state with the width around
400 MeV, where the main decay modes include a1(1260)pi,
ρρ, a2(1320)pi and a2(1700)pi.
4. Possibility of η2(1870) as a partner of η2(1645)
As indicated by the analysis of the (J,M2) plots in Fig. 2,
there exists a possibility that η2(1870) is a partner of η2(1645),
which satisfies the following relation |η2(1645)〉|η2(1870)〉
 =  cos θ − sin θsin θ cos θ
  |nn¯〉|ss¯〉
 , (10)
where θ is the mixing angle.
After assigning η2(1870) to be a partner of η2(1645), we
study the decay behavior of η2(1870), which is shown in Fig.
13, where all the results depend on the mixing angle θ. We
compare the calculated total decay width with the experimen-
tal data [68], where the theoretical result overlaps with the ex-
perimental data when taking the small mixing angle θ, which
shows η2(1870) is dominated by the ss¯ component. Our re-
sults of the partial decay widths also indicate that the K∗K¯
mode is the main decay channel of η2(1870). At present, it
is a puzzling feature that η2(1870) → K∗K¯ is still missing in
experiment [1], which is waiting for the solution from a future
experimental and theoretical joint effort.
C. K2 meson family
As listed in PDG [1], four K2 states with spin-parity JP =
2− are collected, which are K2(1580), K2(1770), K2(1820),
and K2(2250). Before carrying out the study of these K2
states, we briefly review their experimental status.
In 1966, the evidence for K2(1770) was first reported in the
reaction K−p → pK−pi+pi− and K−p → pK¯0pi−pi0 [78], where
K2(1770) appears in the Kpipi invariant mass distribution with
the mass M = 1789 ± 10 MeV and width Γ = 80+20−40 MeV.
In 1969, a similar enhancement at 1780 MeV was observed
in the K∗2(1430)pi channel [79]. Subsequently, K2(1770) was
also reported in its K∗2(1430)pi mode by studying the Kpipi sys-
tem in K−p → K−pi+pi−p [80]. In 1981, at least one I = 12 ,
JP = 2− meson was established in the diffractive process
K−p→ K−pi−pi+p [81], which couples strongly to K∗2(1430)pi,
f2(1270)K and K∗pi. Here another K2(1820) state was re-
ported, which will be introduced later.
In 1993, the evidence for two JP = 2− strange states was
announced in the reaction K−p → K−pi+pi−pi0p [82], where
one state is around 1.77 GeV and another one is located at
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FIG. 12: (color online). The R dependence of the calculated partial and total decay widths of η2(2480) (in units of MeV).
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FIG. 13: (color online). The θ dependence of the calculated partial
and total decay widths of η2(1870). The dot-dashed line with the hor-
izontal band denotes the experimental width from Ref. [68]. Here,
we fix R = 2.5 GeV−1 for η2(1870).
1.82 GeV, both of which couple to K−ω and then ω decays
into pi+pi−pi0. The study of KSKSKL system in the collision
of pi−C → KSKSKL + Y was presented in Ref. [83], where
they observed four 2− strange states (K2(1770), K2(1820),
K2(1980), and K2(2280)). The K2(1770) and K2(1980) were
observed in the f0(980)K and f2(1270)K modes. However, we
should mention that the K2(1980) was not collected into PDG
[1]. In the present work, this unconfirmed state K2(1980) as-
sociated with another unconfirmed K2(1580) are not consid-
ered.
In the following, we introduce K2(2250) first reported in
Ref. [83]. In 1970, D. Lissauer et al. analyzed the reaction
K+p → Y¯NN, where Y¯ denotes Λ¯ or Σ¯. They found a I = 12
enhancement with the mass M = 2240 ± 20 MeV and width
Γ = 80 ± 20 MeV in the Λ¯N and Σ±N final states [84]. Af-
ter nine years, an amplitudes analysis of the moments shows
the evidence of a JP = 2− state at 2.3 GeV in the reaction
K+p → (Λ¯p)p and K−p → (p¯Λ)p [85]. Later, an analysis
of p¯Λ system in the process of K−p→ (Λp¯)p was performed
in Ref. [86], where a strange state with JP = 2− was ob-
served, which has the mass 2235 ± 50 MeV, and width ∼ 200
MeV. In Ref. [87], the partial wave analysis of experimental
data about the previous reaction was carried out by T. Arm-
strong et al., where they reported a structure with spin-parity
2−, mass 2200 ± 40 MeV, and width 150 ± 30 MeV. By the
efforts from the above experiments, K2(2250) was established
in experiment and listed in PDG [1].
1. K2(1770) and K2(1820)
The study of the Regge trajectories indicates that both
K2(1770) and K2(1820) are the ground state in the K2 meson
family, which are mixture of 11D2 and 13D2 states as shown
in Eq. (2), where the mixing angle θK(1) is an important in-
put parameter determined by the experimental data. In Ref.
[70], Barnes et al. once adopted the LASS result to fix the
mixing angle θK(1), i.e., the LASS experiment measured the
F-wave/P-wave amplitude ratio for K2(1820) → ωK [82],
which is quite small and is related to the mixing angle θK(1).
By this experimental data, θK(1) was determined to be −39◦
[70]. In our following calculation, we take θK(1) = −39◦ to
discuss the decay behaviors of K2(1770) and K2(1820).
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Figure 14 shows that partial and total decay widths of
K2(1770) depend on the R value, where K∗2(1430)pi is dom-
inant decay channel of K2(1770), which is consistent with the
experimental data [1]. Our results also indicate that K∗pi is
the main decay mode and was actually observed in experi-
ment [1]. Comparing the experimental data with theoretical
results of the total decay width, we find that we reproduce the
experimental width of K2(1770) [82] when taking R = 2.02
GeV−1, which is a little bit smaller than the R value obtained
in studying pi2(1670) and η2(1645).
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FIG. 14: (color online). The R dependence of the calculated partial
and total decay widths of K2(1770) (in units of MeV). Here, the dot-
dashed line with the error band denotes the experimental width of
K2(1770) in Ref. [82].
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FIG. 15: (color online). The R dependence of the calculated partial
and total decay widths of K2(1820) (in units of MeV). Here, the dot-
dashed line with the error band is the experimental width of K2(1820)
in Ref. [82].
As for K2(1820), the obtained decay behavior is given in
Fig. 15, where the calculated total decay width corresponding
to R = 2.54 GeV−1 can describe the experimental data in Ref.
[82]. Here, we need to emphasize that the adopted R range
for K2(1820) is comparable with that obtained in investigat-
ing pi2(1670) and η2(1645), which reflects the requirement that
K2(1820), pi2(1670) and η2(1645) belong to the same nonet.
Additionally, the results in Fig. 15 also provide the informa-
tion of main decay modes, which are ρK, K∗pi, f2(1270)K and
K∗ρ. If checking the PDG data [1], we notice that K∗2(1430)pi,
K∗pi, f2(1270)K, and Kω were observed in experiment, which
are also realized by the results listed in Fig. 15.
Due to the above study, we can conclude that K2(1770) and
K2(1820) are the ground sates in the K2 meson family. The
results shown in Figs. 14 and 15 provide abundant informa-
tion of the decays behaviors of K2(1770) and K2(1820), which
is useful for future experimental exploration of K2(1770) and
K2(1820).
2. K2(2250) and the predicted partner K2(2200)
Under the assignment of K2(2200)/K2(2250) as the first ra-
dial excitation of K2(1770)/K2(1820), we illustrate the OZI-
allowed two-body decays of K2(2200) and K2(2250), where
K2(2200) is a predicted state as the partner of K2(2250), both
of which satisfy the relation shown in Eq. (3).
In Fig. 16, we present the total decay widths depending
on the R value and the mixing angle θK(2), where the R range
is taken as R = (3.5 − 4.5) GeV−1, which is from the ex-
perience of studying pi2(2005)/pi2(2100) and η2(2030) since
pi2(2005)/pi2(2100) and η2(2030) with K2(2250) and the pre-
dicted K2(2200) form a nonet.
As for K2(2250), the obtained total decay width is far larger
than the average experimental width listed in PDG. This dis-
crepancy should be clarified by further precise experimental
measurement of the resonance parameters of K2(2250). When
taking R = 4.0 GeV−1 and assuming θK(2) = θK(1) = −39◦,
we obtain the corresponding partial decay widths, which are
listed in Table VI. The results in Table VI show that K2(2250)
dominantly decays into K∗(1410)pi and K∗pi. In addition, there
are several main decay channels, which include ρ(1450)K,
b1(1235)K∗, K1(1270)ρ, and K∗(1410)ρ. At present, Kpipi,
K f2(1270), and K∗ f0(980) were seen in experiment. We ex-
pect that this decay information in Table VI can be tested in
future experiment.
As for the predicted K2(2200), the two-body strong decay
behavior collected in Table VI indicates that the K1(1270)ρ,
ρK, K∗(1410)pi, K∗2(1430)pi, and ρ(1450)K modes are the
main contributions to the total decay width. Thus, we sug-
gest an experiment to search for the predicted K2(2200) with
its ρK, ωK, and K1(1270)ρ decay modes. In addition, when
we take the range of the R value is (3.8 − 4.1) GeV−1, its typ-
ical total decay width can reach up to 486 − 515 MeV, which
means that the predicted K2(2200) is a broad state and it is not
easy to identify K2(2200) in experiment.
3. The predicted K2(2560) and K2(2610)
As K2 mesons K2(2560) and K2(2610) have the radial quan-
tum number n = 3 and are still missing in experiment. Thus,
their decay information is important for future experimental
search for them. K2(2560) and K2(2610) satisfy the relation
in Eq. (4). We discuss the results by varying θK(3). In addition,
we set R = (4 − 5) GeV−1 because of the fact that pi2(2285)
and η2(2250) with the predicted K2(2560) and K2(2610) can
13
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FIG. 16: (color online). The three dimensional (left panel) and contour (right panel) plots of the total decay width of K2(2200) (the first row),
K2(2250) (the second row) depending on the R and θK(2) values.
be categorized into the same nonet, and these mesons have the
similar range of R.
In Fig. 17, we list the 3-D and contour plots of the total
decay widths of K2(2560) and K2(2610) that are dependent
on the R and θK(3) values, which show that both K2(2560) and
K2(2610) are very broad states and are difficult to be observed
in experiment. In addition, the total decay widths of K2(2560)
and K2(2610) are not strongly dependent on the mixing angle
θK(3).
To quantitatively illustrate the information of their par-
tial decay widths, Table VII includes typical partial decay
widths of K2(2560) and K2(2610) (in units of MeV) when
taking typical R = 4.3 GeV−1 and θK(2) = −39◦. Here,
the main decay channels of K2(2560) are ρK, K∗(1680)ρ,
ωK, ρ(1450)K, ρ(1450)K∗, K∗(1680)pi, K1(1270)pi, K∗ρ,
b1(1235)K∗, K∗(1410)pi, and K∗(1410)ρ. On the other hand,
the main decay channels of K2(2610) are K∗pi, K∗(1410)pi,
K∗(1680)ρ, K∗ρ, K1(1270)ρ, ρ(1450)K∗, K∗2(1430)pi, and
K∗(1680)pi. Although K2(2560) and K2(2610) are broad res-
onances according to our calculation, we still suggest the ex-
periments to search for them. It is obvious that these predicted
partial decays can provide crucial information for the experi-
mental study of these two missing states.
V. SUMMARY
In PDG [1], there are abundant observed pseudotensor
states with spin-parity quantum number JP = 2−. Inspired
by the present experimental status, we carry out the systemat-
ical study of the pseudotensor meson family in this work. By
the analysis of the Regge trajectories, we discuss the possi-
ble categorization of these observed pseudotensor states into
three subfamilies, i.e., the pi2, η2, and K2 meson families. In
addition, several higher pi2, η2, and K2 mesons still missing in
experiment are predicted.
To test these possible assignments, we further investigate
the corresponding partial decay behaviors of the discussed
pseudotensor states, where the QPC model is adopted. Our
study provides important information on their main and sub-
ordinate decay channels, which is valuable for further ex-
perimental investigation of these observed states and future
searches for these predicted higher pseudotensor mesons.
In summary, the studies presented in this work focus on
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FIG. 17: The three dimensional (left panel) and contour (right panel) plots of the total decay widths of K2(2560) (the first row), K2(2610) (the
second row) depending on the R and θK(3) values.
abundant observed pseudotensor states. Our work is helpful to
establish the pseudotensor meson family. In addition, we ex-
pect that our work can stimulate experimentalists’ interest in
exploring higher pseudotensor mesons. Since the main physi-
cal aims of COMPASS, BESIII, and forthcoming PANDA ex-
periments include the study of light hadrons, these facilities
will be a potential and good platform for exploring the pseu-
dotensor states.
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Appendix: DEDUCTION OF EQ. (8)
The partial wave basis |JA,MJA , J, L〉 is related to the he-
licity basis |JA,MJA , λB, λC〉 through the Jacob-Wick formula
[38],
|JA,MJA , J, L〉 =
∑
λB,λC
√
2L + 1
2JA + 1
〈L0; Jλ|JAλ〉
× 〈JBλB; JC − λC |Jλ〉|JA,MJA , λB, λC〉,(11)
where λB and λC are the helicities of final states B and C,
respectively, and λ = λB − λC . Thus, in the rest frame of the
initial state A, the partial wave amplitude can be expressed as
MJL(A→ BC)(P)
= 〈JA,MJA , J, L|T |JAMJA〉
=
∑
λB,λC
√
2L + 1
2JA + 1
〈L0; Jλ|JAλ〉
×〈JBλB; JC − λC |Jλ〉〈JA,MJA , λB, λC |T |JAMJA〉,(12)
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TABLE VI: The typical partial decay widths of K2(2200) and
K2(2250) (in units of MeV) when taking typical R = 4.0 GeV−1 and
θK(2) = −39◦.
Channels K2(2200) K2(2250) Channels K2(2200) K2(2250)
a0(980)K 0.9 10.2 K∗ρ 22.2 19.4
a1(1260)K 1.2 11.2 K∗ω 7.5 6.5
b1(1235)K 1.8 4.4 K1(1270)pi 18.9 3.5
h1(1170)K 1.2 2.7 K1(1400)pi 2.9 3.3
ρK 51.7 7.9 K∗(1410)pi 41.2 116.4
ωK 16.7 2.8 K∗0(1430)pi 10.0 0.009
φK 7.5 3.6 K∗2(1430)pi 39.3 14.1
K∗η 7.7 7.5 f2(1270)K 6.3 13.8
K∗pi 20.1 71.6 f1(1285)K 0.9 3.5
a1(1260)K∗ 25.0 19.3 b1(1235)K∗ 21.9 32.3
f2(1270)K∗ 0.5 8.6 f1(1285)K∗ 3.3 2.6
h1(1170)K∗ 10.3 15.6 ρ(1450)K 38.6 40
f ′2(1525)K 6.1 0.87 K
∗η′ 3.27 4.0
K1(1270)ρ 54.6 29.8 K1(1270)ω 17.3 9.5
K∗(1410)ρ 3.8 28.8 K∗(1680)pi 9.5 16.3
in which
〈JA,MJA , λB, λC |T |JAMJA〉
=
√
2JA + 1
4pi
∫
dΩDJAMJAλ(φ, θ, 0)〈Ω, λB, λC |T |JAMJA〉
=
√
2JA + 1
4pi
∫
dΩDJAMJAλ(φ, θ, 0)
×〈0, 0, λB, λC |U−1[R]TU[R]U−1[R]|JAMJA〉
=
√
2JA + 1
4pi
∫
dΩDJAMJAλ(φ, θ, 0)
∑
M′
DJA∗MJAM′ (φ, θ, 0)
×〈0, 0, λB, λC |T |JAM′〉
=
∑
M′
√
2JA + 1
4pi
4pi
2JA + 1
δλM′〈0, 0, λB, λC |T |JAM′〉, (13)
where DJAMJAλ is the rotation matrix and U[R] is the unitary
operator representing a rotation R(φ, θ, 0). Then, we choose
the direction of P to lie along the positive z axis , i.e., the
momentum direction of the final state B. Thus, we have
λB = MJB , λC = −MJC , |0, 0,MJB ,MJC 〉 =
√
4pi|0, 0, λB,−λC〉
andMMJAMJBMJC = 〈0, 0,MJB ,MJC |T |JAMJA〉. Thus, one ob-
tains the transformation between the MJL and MMJAMJBMJC
TABLE VII: The typical partial decay widths of K2(2560) and
K2(2610) (in units of MeV) when taking typical R = 4.3 GeV−1 and
θK(2) = −39◦.
Channels K2(2560) K2(2610) Channels K2(2560) K2(2610)
a0(980)K 6.0 11.9 K∗ρ 20.5 36.4
a1(1260)K 3.3 7.9 K∗ω 6.5 11.6
b1(1235)K 7.3 13.9 K1(1270)pi 28.5 3.4
h1(1170)K 3.5 6.5 K1(1400)pi 1.6 19.1
ρK 97.6 2.2 K∗(1410)pi 21.0 85.1
ωK 31.8 0.64 K∗0(1430)pi 12.3 2.1
φK 3.0 7.4 K∗2(1430)pi 6.2 21.8
K∗η 5.6 13.8 f2(1270)K 6.5 1.0
K∗pi 3.6 112.0 f1(1285)K 0.08 1.3
a1(1260)K∗ 18.4 10.6 b1(1235)K∗ 26.5 8.5
f2(1270)K∗ 1.6 2.4 f1(1285)K∗ 4.1 3.0
h1(1170)K∗ 10.2 3.4 ρ(1450)K 29.6 13.5
f ′2(1525)K 3.1 0.86 K
∗η′ 2.4 4.0
K1(1270)ρ 14.7 28.0 K1(1270)ω 5.0 9.3
K∗(1410)ρ 20.0 14.0 K∗(1680)pi 21.1 20.7
ρ(1450)K∗ 28.7 26.1 K∗(1680)ρ 33.1 55.5
K2(1770)pi 13.3 22.6 K2(1820)pi 11.8 1.3
a2(1320)K∗ 4.9 7.5 a2(1320)K 14.3 3.1
amplitudes, which reads
MJL(A→ BC) =
√
2L + 1
2JA + 1
∑
MJB ,MJC
〈L0; JMJA |JAMJA〉
×〈JBMJB ; JCMJC |JMJA〉MMJAMJBMJC , (14)
where MJA = MJB + MJC . We need to emphasize that in
our calculation the factor
√
4pi is included into MMJAMJBMJC .
Thus, there is no factor
√
4pi appearing in the rhs of Eq. (8).
Finally, the relation listed in Eq. (8) is obtained.
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